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eXTeNderS
Quickly add space for faster moving items and create a new look in front of existing cases.  
Extenders are a great way to highlight weekly ad items or overstocks to encourage impulse 
buying. Use for an immediate increase in sales. Easily installed or removed to meet your 
merchandising or seasonal needs. With a variety of choices ranging from wood to plastic, 
you are sure to find an extender to meet your needs.
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PR39E
Half round Produce extender
Designed to fit all produce cases for 
merchandising featured or high-profit items. 
Adjustable to accommodate different height 
wet racks or dry tables. Shown on page  
132 in black.
Available Sizes
PR39E  39”×17”×ExT 28”–36” [99×43×ExT 71–92cm]
PR48E  48”×17”×ExT 28”–36” [122×43×ExT 71–92cm]

PR39ES
rectangular extender
Designed to fit all produce cases for 
merchandising featured items. Easily 
adjustable leg can also be removed for 
storage. Also available in Black.
Available Sizes
PR39ES  39”×17”×ExT 28”–36” [99×43×ExT 71–92cm]
PR48ES  48”×17”×ExT 28”–36” [122×43×ExT 71–92cm]

PR33E
Half round extender
Freestanding extender/spill off unit, 
available with or without drain kit.

PR31E
3’[92cm] Hanging extender
Hangs on case for easy cleaning in front of 
case. Clear front fence holds products in 
place and creates an impressive display. 
Brackets available to fit most cases. 
Optional legs kit for heavier loads (PR31El).

PR32E
4’[122cm] Hanging extender
Easy to clean, creates a massive display. 
Great for sale items. Brackets available to 
fit your case, universal bracket available 
for odd cases. Shown with optional leg kit 
(PR32El) available for heavy loads.

PR65E
Produce riser Spill off Insert
Works well with all of our PR65 series clear 
front risers. Can be used on wet rack or dry 
tables. Use with a stack of your produce 
boxes or RPCs.

PRB
Half round barrel extender
Designed to fit tall produce cases, recessed 
lower shelf for cross merchandising. Bottom 
kick plate is adjustable. Available in simulated 
Wood Grain, Tan or Black.

CR101  |  CR102
Slatted Wood Produce crate & Plastic Liner
For a high end look in any department of your store. Use as a spill off extender, side 
stack or freestanding display. Durable and strong. Order CR101 (crate) and CR102 
(plastic liner) separately.

eXTeNderS

CR102CR101
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WxP10
Angled Produce extender
Unique design incorporates three way cross merchandising 
capability. Provides additional display area around dry tables or wet 
racks. All wooden with a removable plastic liner and bumper.
Available Sizes
WxP10-24  24”×12”×32”
 [61×31x82cm]
WxP10-36  36”×12”×32”
 [92×31x82cm]
WxP10-48  48”×12”×32”
 [122×31x82cm]
WxP10-60  60”×12”×32”
 [153×31x82cm]

WxP14
reversible Wooden extender
Reversible Solid side or shadow box shelving. Removable and easy to 
clean liner top incorporates a 3”[8cm] lip to prevent spilling. Great for 
side or end of table or up against the wet rack.
Available Sizes
WxP14-24  24”×12”x36”
 [61×31x92cm]
WxP14-36  36”×12”x36”
 [92×31x92cm] 
WxP14-48  48”×12”x36”
 [122×31x92cm]
WxP14-60  60”×12”x36”
 [153×31x92cm]
WxP14-67  67”×12”x36”
 [170×31x92cm]

eXTeNderS
WxP141
40”[102cm] Tall Produce extender

WxP171
Produce extender with Shelves

Extra deep and designed for taller dry tables or wet racks, to hang 
over and drain into case. An ideal spill off for high profit or sale items. 
Removable top for easy cleaning and optional fence available.

Perfect solution for cross merchandising, comes with  
2 adjustable shelves. Spill off top extends 3½”[9cm] into case.

WxP11
Solid Panel Produce extender
Provides additional display area 
around dry tables or wet racks. 
All wooden with a removable 
plastic liner and adjustable shelf.
Available Sizes
WxP11-24  24”×12”×32”

[61×31x82cm]
WxP11-36  36”×12”×32”

[92×31x82cm]
WxP11-48  48”×12”×32”

[122×31x82cm]
WxP11-60  60”×12”×32”

[1531×31x82cm]
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DT400CA
eight compartment bulk display

Bulk Display has eight 10”×12”[26×31cm] compartments. Great 
for bulk candy or small quantities of dry items. All clear fronts are 
removable. For stock rotation and cleaning.

WxM10
Wooden case Front merchandiser

Maximize lost space, attractive wood construction is durable and easy 
to clean. Bumper can be added for extra protection. Custom sizes 
and finishes available upon request.
Available Sizes
WxM10-24  24”×12”×17½” [61×31×45cm]
WxM10-36  36”×12”×17½” [92×31×45cm]
WxM10-48  48”×12”×17½” [122×31×45cm]
WxM10-60  60”×12”×17½” [153×31×45cm]

WxP15-S
Slat Sided Produce extender with Shelves
Comes complete with black ABS liner on top and shelves for cross 
merchandising to increase impulse buys.
Available Sizes
WxP15-24S  24”×12”×27” [61×31×69cm]
WxP15-42S  42”×12”×27” [107×31×69cm]

WxP16-36
Wooden case Front extender
Can be used in front of wet rack, dry tables, or meat cases. Removable 
top for easy cleaning. Features added aluminum corners for added 
durability. Custom sizes and optional bumper available.

CR104
24”[61cm] Wide Wood extender with 6”[16cm] deep Top
Slat sided extender with 6”[16cm] deep top is great for spilloff of ad 
items to hold extra volume.

WxP15
Slat Sided Produce extender
Use anywhere in store as drop display or cross merchandising to create 
a new look. Black ABS liner on top.
Available Sizes
WxP15-24  24”×12”×27” [61×31×69cm]
WxP15-42  42”×12”×27” [107×31×69cm]
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WxP22
Angled dry bin merchandiser

Great for around the base of produce or meat case with bulk items 
or other dry products. Angled front makes this display easy to shop. 
Custom sizes available upon request.

WxP24
dry bin merchandiser with Lids

Also great around the base of produce or meat case with beans, 
rice or dried chili’s, lids keep product safe from the elements and 
contaminants. Custom sizes available upon request.

CPS
case Front Platforms
Cross merchandise seasonal products for additional profits and 
impulse sales. Can be used with service, meat coffin, or produce 
cases. Available in 12” and 14” [31 and 36cm] depth.

CPF
case Front Platforms
Cross merchandise seasonal products for additional profits and 
impulse sales. Can be used with service, meat coffin, or produce 
cases. Angled for improved presentation (1” front 4” back). 
Available in 12” and 14” [31 and 36cm] depth.

eXTeNderS

WxP19
crate Style Wood display
Faux wood display. Comes in panels that 
snaps together easily making the assembly 
a breeze. Attractive and simple display 
makes this a great addition to your produce 
department. Shown with optional RPCs.

RPC sits on top of shelf
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PR667
Interlocking Apple box Liner
Designed for 13”×20” [33×51cm] apple 
boxes which interlock for stability and 
make it easier to create stable build outs. 
Rounded corners reduce bruising.

PR668
Interlocking banana box Liner
Designed for 16”×20” [41×51cm] banana 
boxes which interlock for stability and make 
it easier to create massive and stable build 
outs. Rounded corners reduce bruising.

PR167
banana box Floor riser
Get products off the floor! Utilize dead space 
around tables, great for merchandising 
boxed produce. Can also be used for cross 
merchandising. Angled for better presentation.

PR660
orange box Liner

Build displays out around dry tables, the liner 
gives boxes instant stability and minimizes 
the amount of product displayed, reducing 
shrinkage. Fits standard orange boxes.

PR661
orange box Liner with Lip

lip attaches and spills back into your dry 
table or refrigerated case making it ideal for 
water-falling fruits or vegetables. Gives boxes 
instant stability. Fits standard orange boxes.

PR663
Interlocking orange box Liner 
with Lip
Stabilizing interlocking design, eliminates 
product falling between boxes/liners.

PR662
orange box Liner corner Piece 
with Lip
End piece for use with interlocking orange 
box lines, gives boxes extra stability. 
Smooth finished look, fits standard orange 
boxes, eliminates product roll off and is 
deep enough to hold larger produce.

PR664
banana box Liner

Designed for 16”×20” [41×51cm] banana 
boxes, makes it easier to create massive 
build outs, with rounded corners for reduced 
bruising.

PR665
Apple box Liner

Designed for 12”×20” [31×51cm] apple 
boxes, optimize your build outs, with 
rounded corners for reduced bruising.
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AcceSSorIeS
The right accessories give your department a clean, polished and professional look. 
Update and increase the efficiency of your department with these useful and convenient 
accessories. All plastic is durable and easy to clean ABS plastic and steel is powder 
coated, durable and strong.
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AcceSSorIeS
SD301
11”[28cm] clear Sample dome 
Durable attractive sample dome with 
stainless steel leg. Dome is made from 
polycabonate and includes ice tray,  
trash receptical and toothpick dispenser.
Available Sizes
SD301S 13”×10½”×15” [33×27×38cm]
SD301 13”×10½”×44” [33×27×112cm]
SD301-CASE 13”×10½”×9” [33×27×23cm]

TABlE TOP

FlOOR MOUNT

toothpick holder
with lid

food tray

trash bin

stainless steel  
leg and base

polycarbonate material

ice tray

open lid

SD301

SD301-S



BlBDF
upright bag dispenser
Free standing, steel base keeps bag holder 
upright. Can also be used in the self serve 
meat department or bakery. Optional twist 
tie cup available (BDCU). 36”[92cm] 
version great for ADA.
Available Sizes
BlBDF-36 17”×36” [43×92cm]
BlBDF-55 17”×55” [43×140cm]

BlBDPTH-6S
bin Liner Slotted Pricing rail

6 slot pricing rail on both sides. 
Optional pricing kit for the Bin liner 
Bag Dispenser and Floor Stand Bag 
Dispenser. Easy to change bag rolls.

BlSB2
Free Standing Scale 
and dual bag Stand
Mobile scale + bag stand great for spot 
displays. Durable steel construction, powder 
coated black finish. Holds most roll bags. 
(Scale sold separately).

BlSH
Scale Holder

Conveniently places scale within customer 
reach, for use with cardboard bin liners. 
Designed to hold most scales. Durable steel 
construction with powder coated black 
finish. (Scale sold separately).

BD4
vertical bag dispenser
Designed to accommodate many different 
bag sizes, long lasting construction mounts 
to any flat surface. Black powder-coat finish.

BlBD
bin bag Holder
For use with cardboard bin liners. 
Conveniently holds most size produce 
bags, made from long lasting steel with 
powder coat finish. Optional cup for 
twist ties: BDCU.
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Optional 
BDCU

AcceSSorIeS



PRSC
Scale Stand
Clear guard keeps product from interfering 
with the scale function, great for your 
existing scales or alco table top scale (sold 
separately).

DTST-55
Table Top Scale
This table-top scale will help you keep a 
low-profile look in your department. The scale 
comes with a detachable bowl and can be 
placed on a “stand-alone” side-table or on top 
of your existing produce table. 55 lbs capacity.

DTSC
Hanging Scale
This scale has an 
8”[21cm] diameter 
dial, is 2-sided with 
a 22 lbs. capacity.  
12”[31cm] diameter 
stainless steel pan 
included. Reads 
kilos + pounds.

DTSCB
chalkboard Sign
Real blackboard sign has eyelets for hanging, 
great for high impact end cap pricing. Two 
sided is easy to write on and wipe off.  
Custom sizes available, chalk not included.

MC0912
menu clip
1/8” ABS stand with 1.5” rings.  
Easy to update menu sheets.

SGGR |  SGBK
Non-Skid case Liners
Protect your cases! Heavy duty case 
liner provides maximum cushion for your 
produce. Available in black or green in 
36”×60’ [92×720cm] rolls.
Available Sizes
SGGR Green liners
SGBK Black liners
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BlBDPTH-6SW
bin Liner Slotted Pricing rail

6 slot pricing sign with wood frame. For use 
with our BlBD and EUBD bag dispensers. 
Convenient adapter inserts into top of bag 
dispenser.

DTBD
recessed bag dispenser

The ideal solution to the typically messy 
conventional bag dispenser. Can be added 
to any new or existing dry table (Includes 
twist-tie storage area).

BDCU
bag Holder cup

Holds bag ties and sits on top of vertical bag 
dispenser. Made of matching black powder-
coated steel.
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AcceSSorIeS

CBI
cardboard box Insert dummy

PS1522
Plastic Sheet

Reduce product waste with this cardboard box insert 
dummy. Short and flat for easy storage.
Available Styles
CBI 22”×14¼”×2” [56×36×3cm]
CBI-S 15”×10½”×2” [38×27×3cm]

Black Plastic Sheet with smooth finish on both sides. 
Cut in 4 corner for easy lift. Packed in 25 pieces.

BDF
baskets with decorative Frame
Polymer baskets with a Decorative Wire Frame can be inserted “vertically” or “slanted” 
for improved visibility. Metal base available in 26” High and 35½” High. Perfect for 
satellite Produce display or use for Fresh Baked Breads. Dummie inserts available for a 
“full presentation” with less product.

INSERT
DUMMIE

CBI

CBI-S
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CR103D

CR103

Available Options

BKT-RD-17 17½”×19¾” [45×50cm]
BKT-RD-23 23½”×19¾” [60×50cm]
BKT-RD-35 35½”×19¾” [90×50cm]

BKT-SQ-17 17½”×19¾” [45×50cm]
BKT-SQ-23 23½”×19¾” [60×50cm]
BKT-SQ-35 35½”×19¾” [90×50cm]

BlOCK  15¾”×11¾” ×4¾” [40×30×12cm]

CR103  |  CR103D
Stained Wood crate 
and dummy Insert

BBI12  |  BBI12D
basket dummy Insert

6½”[17cm]  deep wood crate is a 
great addition to any department. Use 
on tables or side stacks for a visually 
appealing presentation. Custom sizes 
available. Call for a quote.

Gives a fuller presentation with less product, smooth surface 
protects produce from damage caused by bushel baskets. ABS 
liner is easy to clean. Chose regular insert or an insert with a 
built in divider for merchandising flexibility.
Available Sizes
BBI12 12”×1½” [31×4cm] 
BBI12D 12”×1½” [31×4cm] 
BBI16 15”×2½” [38×7cm]
BBI18 17”×4” [43×10cm]

BKT-RD  |  BKT-SQ  |  BlOCK
round and Square baskets with Stackable block
Durable and easy to maintain resin basket. 
Basket can be placed upside down. 
Stackable and available in three sizes.  
Block made of ABS material.  
Block stackable to increase height.

BlOCK

BKT-RD BKT-SQ
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PBU-4
Four Shelf mobile display

BST-8
banana Stand

Great for bananas or other produce, use at 
checkout stand for impulse sales. Durable 
PVC construction on casters.

An optimal way to display your bananas off 
the table or anywhere in the store.  Minimize 
bruising and maximize sales with this 
attractive display. 

BM4
banana merchandiser 
Steel frame with contoured ABS plastic 
banana trays. Mobile display perfect for cross 
merchandising in any part of the store.

CRT101
Four Wheel merchandise cart

SC2042
Stocking cart

U60
u-boat

For produce or general 
merchandise stocking. 
Comes with 2 stationary 
and 2 rotating wheels. 
Durable solid steel 
construction, durable 
bumper. Available 
in black.

Four-wheeled stocking 
cart, great for stocking 
produce or general 
merchandise. Able 
to carry heavy loads. 
Available with or 
without Bumper.

Move heavy loads with ease with the six wheeled U-Boat. A 60”[153cm] 
merchandising cart that is 16”[41cm] wide with 54”[137cm] high wings.

AcceSSorIeS
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RPC
Available Heights
RPC-4 16”×24”×4” [41×61×10cm]
RPC-6 16”×24”×6” [41×61×16cm]
RPC-8 16”×24”×8” [41×61×21cm]
RPC-10 16”×24”×10” [41×61×26cm] 

Breathable RPC’s are an economical solution to merchandising your product throughout your department. Fully collapsible and 
stackable for easy shipping and storage. Insert dummy available with removable divider to give a full appearance no matter what 
the level of inventory. Available with minimum order.

RPC-I
Available Heights
RPC-i2 2”[5cm] high
RPC-i4 4”[10cm] high
RPC-i6 6”[15cm] high

RPC-BlACK
Available Heights
RPC-BlACK4 16”×24”×4” [41×61×10cm]
RPC-BlACK6 16”×24”×6” [41×61×16cm]
RPC-BlACK8 16”×24”×8” [41×61×21cm]
RPC-BlACK10 16”×24”×10” [41×61×26cm] 

RPC-WOOD
Available Heights
RPC-WOOD4 16”×24”×4” [41×61×10cm]
RPC-WOOD6 16”×24”×6” [41×61×16cm]
RPC-WOOD8 16”×24”×8” [41×61×21cm]
RPC-WOOD10 16”×24”×10” [41×61×26cm]

RPC-BROWN
Available Heights
RPC-BROWN4 16”×24”×4” [41×61×10cm]
RPC-BROWN6 16”×24”×6” [41×61×16cm]
RPC-BROWN8 16”×24”×8” [41×61×21cm]
RPC-BROWN10 16”×24”×10” [41×61×26cm]

RPC-GRAY
Available Heights
RPC-GRAY5 16”×24”×5” [41×61×13cm]
RPC-GRAY7 16”×24”×7” [41×61×18cm]
RPC-GRAY11 16”×24”×11” [41×61×28cm]
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PrIce TrAcK SySTem
Simplify the shopping experience and have prices available to customers with our pricing rail 
and sign kit to give your produce department a professional and dramatic appeal. One and two 
sided black rails available in assorted sizes to meet all of your needs. Upgrade to a wood frame 
for an upscale look.  Numbers are all “accordian” style so price changes are quick + easy.
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SK12x10  |  SK34x20
Spiral boards

SK1558M
1 to 6 Slot channel rail

A2114028  |  A2114030
Spiral Number Sets

SK1526  |  SK1559
5 or 6 Slot channel rail - 2 Sided

PTHW
Slotted rail Price Tracking with 
Wood Frame

PTHS1
Pricing rail Stand

PTHS2
Pricing rail connectorPricing 

1¾”×12” [5×31cm] 2½”×12” [7×31cm]

2 sided, black matte. Shown with optional number sets. 
Available Sizes
SK12x10 12½”×10½” [32×27cm]
SK34x20 34”×20½” [87×52cm]

1 sided, black matte
Available Sizes
SK1558M1 1 Slot Channel Rail
SK1558M2 2 Slot Channel Rail
SK1558M3 3 Slot Channel Rail
SK1558M4 4 Slot Channel Rail
SK1558M5 5 Slot Channel Rail
SK1558M6 6 Slot Channel Rail

White numbers on black. 
Includes: 3 pads of (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) 
 1 pad of (.0, .1, .2, .3, .4, .5, .6, .7, .8, .9) 
 2 pads of (% off, From, For, Reg, $, lb, Each, kg, ¢, bag) 
Available Sizes
A2114030 5-1/2”[14cm] Height - Spiral Number Sets 
A2114028 11-7/8”[30cm] Height - Spiral Number Sets

2 sided, black matte
Available Sizes
SK1526  5 Slot Channel Rail
SK1559 6 Slot Channel Rail

Optional wood frame available for all 
slotted pricing rail options.

PrIce TrAcK SySTem
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A2114007
3 Slot Folding Number Sets 
White numbers, 1½”×4” [4×10cm]
- 25 sets

A2111071
1 Slot - country of origin Inserts

A2113018
2 Slot - Product of 
uSA / mexico Inserts

A2111107
2 Slot - chalk-It-up 
country of origin Inserts

PrIce TrAcK SySTem

1¼”×2½” [3×7cm] 
400 pieces

A7800022
6 Slot Individual Numbers

A3250023
2 Slot - As Advertised! Inserts
3¾”×2¾” [10×8cm] - 25 pieces5”,3¼”,1.65”×7¾” [13,9,4cm×20cm] - 488 pieces

2½”×1¼” [7×3cm] - 400 pieces 1½”×2½” [4×7cm] - 25 pieces

A2114005
1 Slot Folding Number Sets 
White numbers, ¾”×1” [2×3cm]
- 25 sets

NumberS

A2114006
2 Slot Folding Number Sets 
White numbers, ¾”×2¾” [2×7cm]
- 25 sets

A2114020
3 Slot Folding Number Sets 
Yellow numbers, 1½”×4” [4×10cm]
- 25 sets

Each set contains all numbers 
and symbols to price 25 items.
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A2111003
1 Slot Insert
4”×1¼” [10×3cm] - 579 produce names pieces + 30 blanks pieces

A2111002
3 Slot Insert with Nutritional Information
7¾”×4” [20×10cm] - 358 produce names pieces + 30 blanks pieces

A2117023
2 Slot blank Insert
5”×2¾” [13×7cm] - 25 blank pieces

A2520006
red Wet erase marker Fine Tip

A2111017
2 Slot Insert with Nutritional Information
5”×2¾” [13×7cm] - 737 produce names pieces

A2117022
3 Slot blank Insert
7¾”×4” [20×10cm] - 25 blank pieces

A2520007
yellow Wet erase marker Fine Tip

A2520002
White Wet erase marker Fine Tip
1 marker1 marker1 marker

A6225Bl
3 Slot english / Spanish Insert
7¾”×4” [20×10cm] - 411 produce names pieces
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PrIce TAG HoLderS
No more old, faded and sloppy looking signs. Create a more appealing and 
professional presentation for customers. Price tag holders protect and keep tags 
clean and neat so that they are easier to read, easier to align, and the flexible plastic 
design enables quick and easy price change. 



Custom 
Height + Length

Custom 
Height + Length

Color Insert

Custom 
Height +Length

Color Insert

Custom 
Height, Width

+ Length  
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PTHC
1 Slot Price Tag channel

PTHS
Single Fold Price Tag Holder

PTHA
Single Fold display Sign + Price Tag Holder

PTHD
double Fold Price Tag Holder

Color Insert Available (PTHAB).

Color Insert Available (PTHVB).

Color Insert Available (PTHDB).

Color Insert Available (PTHSB).Available with or without adhesive tape backing.

PTHV
double Sided Hanging Sign + Price Tag Holder

PTHB
Price Tag Holder Insert

Red

Blue

Green

Yellow

Black

Color Insert

Available Colors:

PrIce TAG HoLderS
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FeNceS
Make sure that your department looks up to par by keeping your produce on the 
table and off the floor. Fences keep your sections looking neat and organized. 
Plastic is sturdy, durable and can hold up to heavy loads. 



Custom
SizesCustom

Sizes
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PF1
L-Shaped clear Front Fence 
4”×6” [10×16cm] - Standard  
Custom height available.

Fences available in 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4” and 3/8”.

PF2
Angled clear Front Fence
4”×6” [10×16cm] - Standard  
Custom height available.

Specify thickness when ordering.

PC1
clear Fence clip

PCA1
Aluminum Fence “H” clip

PCC1
corner Fence clip

PCF1
clear Front corner Fence
4”×6” [10×16cm] - Custom Heights 
Available.

Specify thickness when ordering.

PFS1
Straight Front Fence
6”[16cm] Height × Custom length.

PFS1P (PERFORATED)
Straight Front Fence
6”[16cm] Height × Custom length.

PFI1
Front Fence with Aluminum base

PF15
Front Fence

PF148
Front Fence

24”×4”×6” [61×10×16cm]6”[16cm] × 1/4”[.6cm] × Custom length
6”[16cm] × 3/8”[1cm] × Custom length
Custom sizes available upon request.

48”×6” [122×16cm] - For Wet Rack.

FeNceS
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SPIce rAcKS
Maintain an organized appearance throughout your isles, the perfect solution for hard 
to manage packages and loose bulk. Choose from our many options when ordering a 
spice rack: shelves, pegboard, shelves with plastic bins, peg-board with plastic bins.
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SPIce rAcKS

SP173KD
High Profile Packaged Spice rack

SP175KD
High Profile bulk/Peg display

Knock Down
SP173KD and SP175KD 
knock down completely 
for ease of shipping and 

storage.

Easy Assembly
We put a lot of thought 
behind or products to 

ensure easy assembly and 
each of our items come 

complete with all hardware 
and assembly instructions.

This unit completely knocks down for ease of shipping and storage!  
High profile with 8 fully adjustable shelves with a pegboard backing 
for hanging packaged spices, etc. Durable steel construction. 
Available in black, green and white.
Available Sizes
SP173KD-24  24”×21”×87” [61×54×221cm]
SP173KD-48  48”×21”×87” [122×54×221cm]

This unit knocks down completely for easy shipping and storage!  
High profile to maximize your space, pegboard backing for hanging 
packaged spices, etc. Includes two 21”[54cm] deep acrylic bulk 
bins. Durable steel construction. Available in black, green and white.
Available Sizes
SP175KD-24  24”×21”×87” [61×54×221cm]
SP175KD-48  48”×21”×87” [122×54×221cm]
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SP173
High Profile Packaged Spice rack
High profile with 8 fully adjustable shelves with a pegboard backing 
for hanging packaged spices, etc. Durable steel construction. 
Available in black, green, and white.
Available Sizes
SP173-24  24”×21”×87” [61×54×221cm]
SP173-48  48”×21”×87” [122×54×221cm]

SP173-CANOPY
High Profile Packaged Spice rack
You can miss adding this modern and contemporary spice rack 
canopy design with a pergboard backing. Included is three acrylic 
base containers to display your spice items.

SPIce rAcKS

SP174
38”[97cm] Wide Steel bulk display with Shelves

SP175
High Profile bulk/Peg display

5 fully adjustable shelves for maximum merchandising flexibility, 
plastic bin and high profile to maximize your space. Durable steel 
construction. Available in black, green and white.

High profile to maximize your space, pegboard backing for hanging 
packaged spices, etc. Includes two 21”[54cm] deep acrylic bulk bins. 
Durable steel construction. Available in black, green, and white.
Available Sizes
SP175-24  24”×21”×87” [61×54×221cm]
SP175-48  48”×21”×87” [122×54×221cm]
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SP1762
Low Profile Spice rack
Contemporary and low profile look, will even fit on top of your 
gondola. Pegboard backing for hanging packaged spices, etc. 
Durable steel construction. Available in black, green, and white.
Available Sizes
SP1762-24  24”×21”×56” [61×54×143cm]
SP1762-48  48”×21”×56” [122×54×143cm]

SP172
Low Profile Spice rack
This low profile Spice rack comes with 2 side by side Acrylic flip top 
bins. Great for dried chilies, beans or other loose bulk items.

SP173S-48
Low Profile Spice rack

SPW107
6’×6’ [183×183cm] bulk Island

Durable knock down steel frame and 3 adjustable shelves provide a 
great drop display for spices.

Perfect for merchandising items of high quantity with its deep 
wells, the four roomy compartments allow for organization of 
multiple items.
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buLK TAbLeS
High margin bulk items have very specific display needs. Choose from a wide variety 
of buckets, barrels, gravity and scoop bins along with our line of steel or wood 
displays, sure to fit in with your store decor.
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buLK TAbLeS

SPW108
complete Full Size Spice Table
Shop around spice table with 
cross merchandising. Clear acrylic 
compartments making product visible. 
Included is the peg wall for selling 
packaged goods. With a unique style, 
this table is sure to add sales to your 
bulk merchandising department.

FCMP
bulk merchandising display
With an abundance of acrylic bins, plastic 
bag holders, a beautiful wooden finish 
and a good price track system, this bulk 
merchandising display will sure add a 
nice touch to your department.

With an abundance of acrylic bins, plastic 
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DT402-Z
modular dry Table with bulk bin Top
Modular Dry Table with non-
reversible shadow box shelving 
topped with bulk bins. A great 
table for loose spices, beans, 
rice, and other dry, loose items.  
Clear fronts on bulk bins show 
the product. Add peg board 
below for package spice items.

SPW106
eight compartments Spice Table
High volume table comes with eight 
compartments all around for bulk 
merchandising. Made of solid wood 
construction.
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SPW109
complete Full Size Spice Table

GBSB200
bulk merchandising display

BM200
bulk merchandising display

Similar to SPW108, this table is shorter and 
includes a complete price track system, 
table top scales and plastic bag holders. 

This floor display fixture has the 
space for your gravity and scoop bins. 
Storage space below for maintaining 
additional inventory of bulk items.

This bulk merchandising display fixture 
has the space for hanging packaged 
goods. Front bins are perfect for items 
like beans and rice. Included are four 
side shelves for cross merchandising.

TOP VIEW

TOP VIEW

Similar to SPW108, this table is shorter and 
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BRExT60
Four compartments rectangular bulk display
Perfect for merchandising items of high quantity. The four 
roomy compartments allow for organization of multiple items.

BRExT
48”[122cm] Wide bean extender
Ideal for loose bulk items like rice and beans, 
top keeps product safe from contaminants 
and the elements. Clear panels allow product 
to show. Also available in 36”[92cm] wide.

BRExTC
modular bulk display

Use these bulk displays and arrange them in different configurations based on your floor 
space. Each display is made of solid wood construction with clear acrylic fronts to show 
product. Available in 2 or 3 compartments. Shown with optional lids and bumper.
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CI101
unique bulk merchandising Wood display

CI101T
Tray designs

Designed to make your bulk 
merchandising department stand 
out. Bulk merchandising display 
with pull out drawer. Optional low 
profile sneeze guard available. For 
use with a full service bulk station.

Available tray designs 
for CI101.

pull out drawer for easy 
access and cleaning

low profile sneeze guard

unique product display

heavy duty under 
drawer slides

tray design

CI101-T1

CI101-T2

CI101-T3 CI101-T5

CI101-T4
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SR013
buckets and barrels Floor display Fixture
Similar to SR01, but this one shows the barrels all around. Fits 14 
barrels and 16 scoop bins. Great for creating a bulk merchandising 
display department. Optional price track fixture available.

SR01E  |  SRO2E
Galvanized endcap Fixture
Galvanized solid endcap contains three separate compartments. Add optional price tags to make this endcap the perfect bin to sell your bulk items. 

SR01
buckets and barrels Floor display Fixture

SR02
barrels Floor unit display Fixture

This floor display fixture has the space for a variety of your bulk items 
and keeps buckets & barrels in one place. Available in a wide variety 
of wood or laminate finishes to match your store decor.

Eight half barrels in one display. The barrels are tilted 10 degrees to 
improve visibility and allows for easy access to the product. Easily 
customized to your needs. Other options may include, but are not 
limited to peg board, end cap bulk base for bagged product.

SR01E SR02E
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optional corrugated 
metal endcap

SP177C

MET100
modular bulk display
All metal construction display with pull out drawer 
for extra storage. Great for creating a specialized 
bulk merchandising section in your store.

SP177
metal Spice/bulk Fixture
Metal bulk fixture designed to be used with optional gravity bins and /
or scoop bins conveniently places all bulk options in one display.

SP177E

gravity bins

endcap with high 
profile acrylic fence for 

product visibility

scoop bins

elegant design 
combining wood, glass 

and metal texture

heavy metal 
construction

bulk bins with lids

MET100

MET100-TE

MET100-C
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BM107
2 Sided Fixture Island
Contemporary fixture display with five 
rows of shelves to give ample of space 
for merchandising. 

ALco deSIGNS

SP177W
2 Sided Wood Spice Fixture Island

DC201
bulk merchandising display

Wood bulk fixture designed to be used 
with optional gravity bins and/or scoop 
bins conveniently places all bulk options 
in one display. Optional hanging scale 
and bag holder available.

Beautiful small and compact bulk merchandising display. A stand alone coffee bulk display.

BM106
bulk merchandising display
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OBPBKT-POB
6 buckets orchard bin

BM105
6 Acrylic bin display

BM102
Four compartments bulk display

BLS36-BB
4 compartment 36” Square bulk Foods bin

BM100
Four compartments bulk display

BM100P
Four compartments bulk display

A stand alone bin 
display with an 
orchard bin feel. 
Include wood  
frame price  
track system  
and buckets  
with acrylic lids.

A stand alone bin comes 
with 6 acrylic containers 
and lids. This display 
comes with a metal 
frame sign holder  
as well as a  
hanging sign  
plate.

Great for merchandising rice, beans, corns, etc. Spice up your bulk 
merchandising department with this sophisticated bulk display.

Perfect bin to merchandise bulk beans, rice or dried 
chillies. 4 compartments at 7¾” deep with acrylic lids 
that clearly show the product. Optional scoops available.

Contemporary and modern design bulk display with four compartments. 
High acrylic fence for great visibility of product. Storage for additional 
inventory.
Available Sizes
BM100-36 36”×36”×32” [92×92×82cm]
BM100-48 48”×48”×32” [122×122×82cm]

Similar to the BM100 but in pine. 
Available Sizes
BM100P-36 36”×36”×32” [92×92×82cm]
BM100P-48 48”×48”×32” [122×122×82cm]

that clearly show the product. Optional scoops available.
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ICM300
oil Island

DC401-36
bulk Spice display

DC402-36
bulk Spice display

OBPBKT
6 buckets orchard bin

Customers can try 
specialty oils with a 
fusteez bulk oil island. 
Shelf down below to 
house containers. 
Removable drip tray 
for easy cleaning 
fusteez containers not 
included.

Bulk bean/rice display, 
shelves below for 
cross merchandising 
and pallet jack access 
for easy relocation.

3 levels bulk 
merchandising 
display. Metal sides 
around shelves for 
protection. Pallet 
jack access for easy 
relocation.

NBM100
Nut butter display

BM101
endcap bulk display

BM104
Four buckets bulk display

Customers can grind 
fresh nut butters 
on the spot. Trash 
dispenser and 
shelves down below 
house containers. 
Removable drip trays 
for easy cleaning. 
Nut butter grinders 
not included.

Endcap bulk 
merchandising. 
High clear acrylic 
fence for product 
visibility. 

A stand alone bin display 
for bulk merchandising. 
It offers the variety and 
easy accesibility of the 
products placed in the 
buckets. Each bucket 
has a clear  
acrylic lid to ensure  
food freshness and  
good visibility.  
Optional price  
tag holder can  
be added.

Stand alone 
bulk display. 
Expandable. 
Add two side 
by side and 
your bulk 
merchandising 
display just got 
bigger. 

isplay

isplay
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BB120
Half barrel
Heavy duty plastic half barrel with 
authentic looking wood print. Built-in 
scoop holder separates the scoop  
from the product while still keeping  
it handy. Can be ordered with or  
without the  
clear lid.  
4.75 gallon  
capacity.
Available Colors
BB120B  
Black barrel
BB120FHP  
Faunt hill pearl barrel

clear bulk bins
Removable front divider creates a false front so bin looks full. Hinged 
closing lid and tethered scoop or tongs with self contained holder.

cb11S | clear bin + 8oz Scoop

cb8S | clear bin + 8oz Scoop

cb11T | clear bin + 9” Tongs

cb11 | clear bin + Solid cover

BB119
bucket
Sturdy plastic bucket with 
built-in scoop compartment. 
Clear divider separates 
scoop from bulk product. 
Scoop and lid sold 
separately. Comes in white.
Available Accessories
SCOOP Scoop
lID Acrylic lid cover

built-in scoop compartment. 

separately. Comes in white.

inside custom scoop 
holder for keeping scoop 
separate from product

made of
ABS plastic

lid available

scoop

Gravity bins designed to house any hard to flow products external scoop 
holder. Comes complete with your choice of scoop or tongs and tether.

•	Stock	rotation	to	ensure	freshness 
•	Tight	door	seal	for	freshness	and	protection 
•	Virtually	unbreakable	polycarbonate	construction 
•	Easy	to	clean	and	dishwasher	safe	up	to	130oF
•	Scoop	and	tong	holders
Available Sizes
TFSC8300 12”×13”×13” [31×33×33cm] – 4.75 gallon capacity
TFSC8100 8”×13”×13” [21×33×33cm] – 3.25 gallon capacity
TFSC8108 8”×17”×13” [21×43×33cm] – 4.5 gallon capacity
TFSC8308 12”×17”×13” [31×43×33cm] – 7 gallon capacity

TFGB4107
TFGB6108

TFGB4100 TFGB6100

TFSC8300 TFSC8100 TFSC8108 TFSC8308

TFGB
Gravity bins

TFSC
Scoop bins

Gravity bins specifically designed to house any free flowing bulk products.

•	Stock	rotation	to	ensure	freshness 
•	Tamper	resistant	design	and	tight	lid	seal 
•	Virtually	unbreakable	polycarbonate	construction 
•	Easy	to	clean	and	dishwasher	safe	up	to	130oF
•	Easy	to	install	and	secure	to	your	shelving 
•	Sits	on	11”[28cm]	shelf 
•	Dispenser	opening	overhangs	3”[8cm]
Available Sizes
TFGB4107 4”×15½”×18” [10×40×46cm] – 2 gallon capacity
TFGB6108 6”×15½”×18” [16×40×46cm] – 3.5 gallon capacity
TFGB4100 4”×15½”×24” [10×40×61cm] – 3.3 gallon capacity 
TFGB6100 6”×15½”×24” [16×40×61cm] – 5 gallon capacity




